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The sustainable development of Chinese characters of Cognition and Chinese 
teaching has been the focus of the research areas of Applied Linguistics and difficult 
Chinese characters pedagogy. It is the best way to achieve this goal. This article is 
intended by the gradual deepening of the cognate word Chinese characters pedagogy 
build on the cognate body of cognates Mr. Chen book "Primary literacy textbook". On 
the one hand, showing cognates style attributes, the pronunciation property, meaning 
property, spectral properties of Chinese characters the body factors explore 
homologous kanji-shaped, sound system, In reference to the characteristics of Chinese 
language learners. The other hand, the spirit of applied research, apply what they have 
learned in the first place and purpose, "textbook" embodied in the two main themes: 
the cognates and character pedagogy one-to-one correspondence to the Department of 
linking up proposed cognates Chinese characters the principles and methods of 
teaching methods, exploring its operability and reliability, in order to take advantage 
of the rationale rapidly improve the ability of learners to master Chinese characters, 
and provides the actual available basis for the Chinese character teaching material 
compilation and the Chinese character classroom instruction. 
In this paper, on the basis of scientific entry primary school literacy textbook 
corpus, extract the most typical homologous word and teaching system, the use of 
quantitative statistics, qualitative analysis, contrast inductive method, try further 
discussion of the characteristics of primary school literacy textbook cognates and 
cognates looming character pedagogical system from multiple angles. The set of 
seven chapters of this research paper, the overall framework is divided into three parts: 
The first part includes the first three chapters, focuses on the corpus sources and 
theoretical basis of this study. The first part including first three chapters, what main 
elaboration is this article studies the language materials source and rationale that. The 
second part is designed to the fourth, fifth and sixth chapters, of Primary literacy 
textbook cognates and cognates Kanji pedagogy as the main research content is the 















of the previous chapter, listed in this article shortcomings and unresolved problems. 
This study is based on a combination of traditional Chinese Linguistics and 
contemporary linguistics, both on the cognate body and material research； also 
explore the Chinese characters pedagogy of cognates. The content of this study 
belonging to cross-disciplinary, to some extent, from the body of cognates, cognates 
materials to build multi-angle Analysis, Chinese characters perfect teaching method 
provides a useful reference value. 
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